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“Making things simple, but not simpler.” That’s our philosophy.
Over years of experiences in a range of design firms, 717 Architects was established as an
architecture, interior and lighting design company that aims to not only deliver the highest quality
projects but also to enhance the understanding of design in Vietnam as a whole.
We challenge the notion that design is a simple “obstacle” to tackle on the way to building a
house, office or hotel. A checkbox, which anyone with a bit of rendering skills can quickly help
check off before the “real work” starts. Design is both a science and an art, that requires years
of practicing as much as a creative eye for what will make a project truly go beyond its functional
requirements.
That’s why we combined senior resources with a young, well-trained and passionate team that
marries local insights and understanding with international levels of process, professionalism
and precision. In everything that we do, we want to find the right balance between cost, efficiency
and aesthetics to deliver you quality projects at a speed and cost you want.

Our core 717 Team Members

That’s why, we are confident that we can bring great value to each building we design, and each
project we participate in. For you, and for the development of Vietnam as a whole.

Giang

Founder, Lead Architect, 717 Architects

Address

3rd Floor, Master Building, Tran Cao Van St.
District 3, HCMC

Phone

+84 (0) 28 73 010 717

Tax Code

0 314 069 965

OUR TEAM
GIANG
Founder, Lead Architect, 717 Architects

Nguyen Giang founded 717 Architects with the objective to
elevate the design landscape in Vietnam by bringing in the best
of local knowledge with the professionalism and standards
from the international architecture community. Packing a B.A of
Architecture from Architectural Faculty of Van Lang University, a
Professional License from MOC, a Project Manager Certificate and
ISO Certificate, he has over 10 years of architecture and design
experience. From shophouses to major hotels (Park Hyatt, Ho Chi
Minh City) and from a steamboat to the first international-standard
mega-mall (Crescent, Ho Chi Minh City) he is the embodiment of the
company’s slogan: “Making things Simple, not Simpler.” Combining
a “no-nonsense design” mentality with a true love and passion for
the world of architecture and design, it’s his belief that the best is

Key Projects:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Park Hyatt Saigon Renovation - 5 Stars
Irrawaddy cruise steamer Myanmar - 5 Stars
Sol House Resort PhuQuoc - 4 Stars
Fusion Suite Saigon - 4 Stars
Crescent Mall Phase 1
Green Valley Apartment
Vietnamese German University
Quoc Oai Cultural Theme Park Da Nang

EXPERTS

MAARTEN
Founder, Lead Consultant, Lighthouse
Hospitality
Strategic Partner

CHI
Design Manager, 717 Architects

Maarten Perdok is a Dutch national who brings with him broad experience
in hospitality operations gained over 20 years’ experience working in the
hospitality industry. With an education at the Hospitality University in the
Netherlands, he devoted himself to hotel operations with a passion for
quality and consistency. Previous positions include Managing Director
with Heritage Line Luxury Boutique Cruises. He oversaw operations in
Vietnam, Cambodia and Myanmar. More recent he was the Hospitality
Development Director for Fusion Hotel Group that saw him link operations
with design. Nowadays as the lead consultant and founder of Lighthouse
Hospitality Consultancy, he offers consultancy on conceptualization and
development for independent hotel owners and developers. Providing all
stakeholder’s guidance in the development of the project by combining
his hands-on local experience and international knowledge. Ensuring
the business priorities, brand philosophy and values have influence over
various facets of the project to deliver an exceptional finished product!
Nhon, Fusion Originals Saigon and the launch of a new brand Hiive.
Nowadays he continues to deliver his expertise for Fusion Hotel Group
in a consultancy role .

Dao Phuoc Chi have been involved in Architecture, Planning design
activities and finalizing design records for over 13 years with integrated
experience in all aspects of design. I graduated from Van Lang
University of Architecture in 2008 with a major in Architecture. For me, all
architectural design or planning projects must balance between design
solutions, investor requirements, economy, feasibility and legality.
My craft and experience comes from 4 years as a leader (since 2011)
of Architecture Peace Space before working for 2050 Architecture &
Planning Ltd as the Senior Architect (since 2011) and project manager
(from 2016). I am have collaborated work with national and international
Architecture - Planning experts. My experience with them builds several
cornerstone skills - project management, connecting technical and legal
infrastructure items for approval, making investment projects, basic
design, construction design, infrastructure, getting sales permission
from the actual project implemented. I believe with responsibility and
experience, I can excel in my broad area of expertise.

Key Projects:
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•
•

Fusion Resort Phu Quoc - 5 Stars
Fusion Resort Cam Ranh - 5 Stars
Maia Quy Nhon - 5 Stars
Fusion Originals Saigon - 5 Stars
Hiive Hotel Chain - New Brand

The Hamptons Ho Tram Beach Resort - 5 Stars
Hotel Liberty Central Quy Nhon - 5 Stars
Insitute of Aviation Vietjet Air
Anya Hotel Quy Nhon - 4 Stars
HD Bank Financial Office Building, Hanoi
Anfeh Rock Residential Development, Lebanon
W Dallas Hotel-Dallas, Texas, USA
Airport at LAX/Los Angeles International Airport, USA

THINH

HA

SA

LE

Senior Architect, 717 Architects

Project Architect, 717 Architects

Lead Interior Designer, 717 Architects

Senior Administrative, 717 Architects

With more than 10 years experiences in design and
management, Thinh proved himself as a team leader and
coordinator who doing thing with care and passion. His
determination on decision making and on-site tasks are the
keys to maintain project’s quality.

Joined 717 Architects as a fresh graduation, Ha understands
its’ philosophy and international design process more than
her years of experience. She keeps the project going on track,
pay attention to details and eager for the beauty.

Sa discribes herself as an ambitious interior designer and
giving a pure love to color and materials. From concept design
to selecting decorative items, Sa always contribute her best
with a professional mindset and various design styles which
helps the Client to detemine their needs and making all
interior corner become exciting.

Despite her young age, Le can perform multi-tasks from office
operation to project admin under high pressure. She supports
the design team by her experience in cost control, project
timeline, payment process, etc. and elevating our consultancy
service quality.
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Tropicana Master planning
Ho Chi Minh City Campus Master planning
Novotel Suites Tuyen Lam
Melia Resort Quang Binh
Movenpick Central Hotel Quang Binh
Starbay Resort Phu Quoc
Novaworld Tropicana
The Hamptons Market
Hiive Fusion Binh Duong
Club House Khang Dien
Merita Kindergarten

Tropicana Master planning
Ho Chi Minh City Campus Master planning
Merita Kindergarten
Novaworld Tropicana
The Hamptons Market
Hiive Fusion Binh Duong
The River Front Villa
The Art Villa
Topenland Office

IEC Quang Ngai
IEC Hoi An
Hoa Sen University
Ischool Ninh Thuan
Image Skincare Cosmetic
The Japanese Gallery
Truly Viet Restaurant
Sky Duplex, Feliz En Vista
The River Front Villa
The Art Villa

Office Operation
Contract Preparation
Project Timeline
Cost Control
Payment Procedure
Purchasing Procedure

DIFFERENCES
The 717

The LIGHTHOUSE

In everything we do, from architecture and
interior design to design management, we
bring our unique approach of combining
dedication and professional morality.

Vision
The vision of Lighthouse is to be
recognized

as

a

key

provider

of

hospitality consultancy services for new

hotel developments within Vietnam and
the region.

#1
Applying international processes and standards to local projects
in terms of collaboration, drawing, checking and detailing.

#2
Focusing on efficiency as well as a truly held belief that the space

and its scale are the major element of human shelter, not a
decoration.

#3
Acting as a consultant that advises and offers solutions with the

best possible outcome for the client as the only end-goal, as to
satisfy both sides with the final product.

Our core services are:

Mission
Lighthouse Consultancy is committed

Architecture & Master Planning

to bridging the gap between design and
operations. Providing private owners

We focus on Contemporary, Modern Tropical and Eco-Houses

and designers practical navigation in the

in an effort to set a new standard for architecture and design in

conceptualization and development of a

Vietnam.

project.

Interior Design

Core values

Complementing the exteriors, our approach to interior design

To be a valued partner to our clients

incorporates Modern, Scandinavian, Contemporary and Vintage

We will undertake and strive to deliver

design styles.

an excellent result Combining hands-

on local experience and international

Design Management

standards To give honest advice and

We deliver architecture, MEPF & structural engineering, quality

provide practical solutions by keeping

and quantity control while striving to enhance the Vietnamese
construction standard while helping clients to secure their
investment and focus on the private investment sector.

things simple

Our core services are:
Concept and Design development
We assist in the design and the planning of the project facilities in cooperation with the appointed
designers, consultants and other specialists to provide advice and specifications in the overall
theme, layouts and operational requirements.

Technical Services

We recommend and review the project operation’s Furniture, Fixture & Equipment (FF&E) for your

designer and consultant. We will also advise and comment on hotel operating equipment and
software, kitchen layouts, general M&E requirements.

Design Monitoring and Pre-opening Services

We monitor the design to ensure compliance with the overall brand philosophy and values of
the project. We make visits to the site at several stages of the project to attend meetings, make
recommendations and conduct inspections of the progress of the project.

Chapter 1

MASTER PLANNING +
ARCHITECTURE

Novaworld Tropicana, Ho Tram
Santori Saigon, Ho Chi Minh City
Vietpearl City, Phan Thiet
The Market Hampton, Ho Tram
Hiive Hotel, Binh Duong
TTC Office ,Ben Tre
Club House, Ho Chi Minh City
Merita Kindergarten, Ho Chi Minh City
The River Front Villa, Ho Chi Minh City
The Art Villa, Ho Chi Minh City
K8 House, Ho Chi Minh City
H48 House, Ho Chi Minh City

Ba Ria - Vung Tau Province

MASTER PLANNING
NOVAWORLD - TROPICANA
Type
Scope
Size
Stage
Client

: Hospitality
: Master Planning Concept Study.
: 110ha
: Concept Design
: Novaland Investment Group Corporation

Establishing a long-term partnership with the client, 717 supported the internal design department in completing their feasibility study.
Our roles were to propose concept layouts, zonings, architectural schematic designs, tabulation, villa types, etc. in coordination with their
design and marketing team.
The idea of this master plan was to create a “jungle floating on water”, divided by “villages” where friends and families can enjoy their
vacation in various ways by facilitating differently themed villages, an entertainment compound, water park and zipline all in a tropical
aesthetic.

The street market with shop house on both sides

Master plan

Welcome Center at Zone A

Ba Ria - Vung Tau Province

HOTEL “THE JUNGLE”
NOVAWORLD - TROPICANA

Type
Scope
Size
Stage
Client

: Hospitality
: Concept Design
: 20.000m2
: Concept Design
: Novaland Investment Group Corporation

The theme came from the general project vision: creating a
hide-away space where guests can be very comfortable to
enjoy the sunshine while blending with surrounding nature.
Besides that, we had brought the image of sunken cruise into
the façade and project shape by 02 tricks: vertically stepped-in
all balconies and simulated the ocean waves with many curved
planter boxes along the façade.

Elevation detail

View from the main pool

Ba Ria - Vung Tau Province

WELCOME CENTER
NOVAWORLD - TROPICANA

Type
Scope
Size
Stage
Client

Our challenge of this project is that we have to create a mixed-space
where sales acts, all-day-dining for 300 pax, indirect guest check-in
happen in a collaboration with the entire master plan review.
The building itself need to be elegant, wide open, inviting atmosphere
and natural ventilation so that we had spent a lots of effort to studied
about natural condition, views, traffic with many options were
presented in a very short time.

: Hospitality
: Concept Design
: 2000m2
: Under Construction
: Novaland Investment Group Corporation

Main entrance

Elevation to the beach

Ba Ria - Vung Tau Province

BACK OFFICE CENTER
NOVAWORLD - TROPICANA

Type
Scope
Size
Stage
Client

: Hospitality
: Architectural Concept Design
: 2.400m2
: Concept Design
: Novaland Investment Group Corporation

Villa type 17
Villa type 19A

While Novaland wanted to have a centralized staff compound,
we were suggesting to upgrade the façade in order to enhance a
working environment and matching with surrounding architecture.

40 VILLAS
NOVAWORLD - TROPICANA

Type
Scope
Size
Stage
Client

: Hospitality
: Architectural Concept Design
: 40 Villa Types for the entire Project
: Concept Design
: Novaland Investment Group Corporation

This was a challenging task: to design 40 villa
elevations base on 15 layouts with limitation
construction cost while ensure the impressive
look.
Solution: we devided our team into 4 smaller
ones to free our mind and compete with each
others.

Villa type 19B

Villa type 21

Ho Chi Minh City

SANTORI SAIGON
Type
Scope
Size
Stage
Client:

: Villa, Shophouse, Apartment
: Master Planning & Architectural Design
Concept Design
: 19ha includes 03 Apartments, 280 Shophouse, 70 Villas
: Under Construction
: Century 21 Joint Stock Company

Axonometric view

Phan Thiet City

VIETPEARL CITY
Type
Scope
Size
Stage
Client:

: Villa, Shophouse, Apartment
: Master Planning & Architectural Design
Concept Design
: 9.5ha includes 03 Apartments, 360 Shophouse
: Under Construction
: Viet Pearl Group

Street view

Axonometric view

Top view

Ho Tram - Ba Ria Vung Tau

THE “MARKET” HAMPTON
Type
Scope
Size
Stage
Client

: 4 Stars Compound
: Architectural Design
From Concept to Construction Document
: 11.600 m2
: Construction Document
: Tanzanite International

Retail block 1`

Ket plan

Beach fron Restaurant

Shop Villa type C

Developing as an 2nd Phase of the Hampton Ho Tram, the theme is to create
a luxury French Reveria with muti-acts: shopping, accomondation, facilities
and F&B
With a detail-mind Client, we’re very proud to provide a good outcome so far

Shop Villa type D

VSIP 1 Industry Zone - Binh Duong

HIIVE HOTEL
Type
Scope

Size
Stage
Client

: 3 star plus Hotel
: Architectural & Interior Design
From Basic Design to Construction Document
Plus Design Management service
: 11.600 m2 GFA
: Tender Document
: Fusion Hotel Group

All-day-dinning space on 2FL

Main view from the street
This 172 keys Project is a new brand of Fusion Hotel Group which focusing on 3 stars plus hotel and mainly
serve experts or expats within the region, 717 was engaged to implement Design Management task which
including architectural design, project collaboration and consultant team leader under PMD.
This had proved Our Capacity to handle the projects from Basic design until its’ completion with high
quality of standards.
We proudly received a Testimony from a Design Manager of Fusion as a compliment for what we’ve done.

Welcome space at Lobby on 1FL

Ben Tre Province

TTC OFFICE
Type
Scope
Size
Stage
Client

: Office
: Full design package from Concept to Construction Document
Architectural & Interior Design
: 9 floors, 4,000sqm GFA
: Completed
: TTC Group

Our brief was to create a building
with three functions: an office on
the ground floor, a hotel with 24
keys on the upper floors and one
luxury penthouse with 3 bedrooms, 2
kitchens, 2 dining rooms and a living
room.
The
concept
we
presented
incorporated a façade in which
greenery stems up out of the ground,
linking with a park that sits in front of
the building.

Main lobby

View to the Reception counter

Main Elevation

Ho Chi Minh City

CLUB HOUSE
Type
Scope
Size
Stage
Client

: Public Building
: Full Design package : Arch, ID, Mep, CS
From Concept to Consutruction Document
: 280 m2
: Under Construction
: Khang Dien Housing

The main idea of this design is that to create a common space
for residents where they can both privately exercise and publicly
hang-out with their family.
By located 02 blocks along the main road, we provided open
public space to the street, using this building as a barrier to
isolate the pool and park behind, making those spaces have
more privacy and calmness.
Main Entrance

Back view from Main pool

We aim to create playful, joyous, unique space for the children
to dwell and study in it. We carefuly consider while creating
unique space, playful color scheme, and other small details
that speak for the witty young soul of our kid.
Beside, the overall architecture design still achieve a mordern,
aesthetic look, ... that blend well with the surrounding and
perfect for outdoor activities, which can’t be over look, for
children

Main Entrance

Thu Duc City

MERITA KINDEGARTEN
Type
Scope
Size
Stage
Client

: Education
: Full package includes Architecture, MEPF, Structure
Concept Design to Basic Design
: 2.160m2 GFA, 180 kids
: Basic Design
: Khang Dien Housing

Side Elevation

Thu Duc City

THE RIVER FRONT VILLA
Type
Scope

Size
Stage
Client

Main Elevation

: Residential
: Full design package includes Architecture,
Interior, MEPF, Structure
from Concept to Construction Document
: 1.250 m2
: Completed
: Privite Client

Front terrace

Look to main entrance

Back yard

With a simple, natural living style and focusing on quality, the Client had chosen 717
Architects with its’ design philosophy: sustainability, effectiveness and aesthetic sense.
We applied a traditional, local architecture legacy such as low sloped tile roof, warm
finishing color, natural material blending with many tropical plants and river at the front.
Entering the property, you won’t feel it as a simple construction but a homie retreat resort

Thu Duc City

THE “ART” VILLA
Type
Scope
Size
Stage
Client

The villa - with Contemporary style - is located in an 3,000 m2 land area surrouding by
3 storeys townhouses and vilas which required a deep massing study in order to avoid
sunligh, heat but stll maintain the quality of living.

: Residential
: Full design package includes Architecture, Interior, MEPF, Structure
From concept to construction.
: 1.250 m2
: Construction Document
: Privite Client

Garden view to Main elevation

According to Client’s design brief with a certain usable areas and rooms, we proposed
an “L” shape building mainly faces to the north while minimize the shorter elevation to the
west, and arranged an all-around deep balcony acts as shading system. We maximized
the pool area in the pursose to cold down the sun heat and taking its’ advangtage for
natural ventilation.

Pool view

Axonometric view

Ho Chi Minh City

K8 HOUSE
Type
Scope
Size
Stage
Client

: Residential
: Full design package includes Architecture, Interior, MEPF, Structure
From concept to construction.
: 400 sqm GFA, 4 floors
: Completed
: Private Client

The “K8 House” was developed for a true
Minimalist fan, which is why all design was based
only three main materials: exposed concrete,
natural wood and white painted walls. Similarly,
each space applied a maximum three colors of
material to enhance the design intent.
Roof top

Main Gate

We loved this project, even it’s a small and simple project because the
challenge is very clear at the beginning by Client’s request: combine 02
old existing houses with different structural level to create 01 luxury living
space for a family.
The solution is where we a difference of level, there’s a small lobby space
or a functional space act as a transition area. Besides, creating a big void
in the middle of the house helps to open up that space, strengthen family
relationship with more interactions.

Ho Chi Minh City

H48 HOUSE
Type
Scope
Size
Stage
Client

Entrance on 1FL looks to Kitchen

: Residential
: Full design package includes Architecture, Interior, MEPF, Structure
From concept to construction.
: 600 sqm GFA, 4 floors
: Completed
: Private Client

Secondary aluminum screen for shading

Chapter 2

INTERIOR
DESIGN

Sky Duplex - Feliz En Vista, Ho Chi Minh City
The River Front Villa, Ho Chi Minh City
Ecopark Villa, Ha Noi City
The Art Villa, Ho Chi Minh City
My Anh Hotel, Ho Chi Minh City
Youth Co-Working, Da Lat City
717 Office, Ho Chi Minh City
Topenland Office, Ho Chi Minh City
NT Office, Ho Chi Minh City
The Japanese Gallery, Nha Trang City

Ho Chi Minh City

SKY DUPLEX - FELIZ EN VISTA
Type
Scope
Size
Stage
Client

This Contemporary - High Standard Duplex was designed as an luxury living space,
by a collaboration between our Client and us while he was away from Vietnam.
It shows our capacity at international level: smoothly communicate, sample approval process, weekly video meeting with many detail-requests by the Client.

: Apartment Unit - Duplex
: Interior Design
Design & Build package including purchasing & decorating
: 90 m2
: Completed
: Private Client

View from Entrance to Living room

In the end, the outcome has satisfied both side and we had proudly received a
Testimonial for this projects

View from Staircase to Kitchen

Details

Master Bedroom on 2FL

Thu Duc City

THE RIVER FRONT VILLA

Kitchen & Dinning room

Details

Type
Scope
Size
Stage
Client

: Residential
: Full design package,
from concept to construction.
: 1250 m2
: Completed
: Privite Client

Living room

Master Bedroom

This sophisticated mixed-style country house is located near the river, so
we had created open spaces for natural ventilation while carefully considering the finishing materials: stable, good quality and nice.
The Client come from Netherland but he enjoys to live here with his family.

Main Bathroom

Dinning & Living room

Ha Noi City

ECOPARK VILLA
Type
Scope
Size
Stage
Client

: Resedential
: Interior Design
From Concept Design to Construction Document
: 550 m2
: Completed
: Private Client

Master Bedroom with private working space

Thu Duc City

THE “ART” VILLA
Type
Scope
Size
Stage
Client

: Residential
: Full design package includes Architecture, Interior, MEPF, Structure
From concept to construction.
: 1250 m2
: Construction Document
: Privite Client

As an former Film Director, the Client has been challenging us to design
his house with specific requests: real human’s eye view at every spaces,
scales, color scheme, materials, collective artworks, etc.
It has elevated our design team’s ability a lot during this collaboration and
we’re eager to see the finished product next year.
Living room looks to Main entrance on 1FL

Main entrance looks to Main dinning room

Family room on 2FL

Master Bedroom on 2FL

Bedroom on 3FL

Bedroom on 2FL

Ho Chi Minh City

MY ANH HOTEL
Type
Scope
Size
Stage

: Hospitality
: From Concept Design to Construction Document
and Site Support.
: 6 floor
: Completed

Acting as iconic building within a very local existing neighborhood, we had turned
the old 3-star hotel to a friendly homestay with inspirational design: a big vertical
greenery, clean and affordable design, local materials.
We’re telling a simple story: we all can have a nice living space by focusing on
layout arrangement, facade treatment and greenery rather than invest into a fancy
exterior

Main elevation & terrace

DIning counter in Rooms

Typical room interior

Da Lat Province

YOUTH CO-WORKING
Type
Scope
Size
Stage
Client

: Hospitality - Office
: Interior Design
From Concept Design to Construction Document
: 03 floors
: Concept Design
: Christina’s Vietnam

Provate working space

Meeting & Reading areas

F&B Counter

Youth Hostel project was designed by 717 architects for customers is
Christina Vietnam. The project is designed to serve to customers who
are group travelers to can stay together, to live in a comfortable space
and to connect with other team members through community areas.

Ho Chi Minh City

717 OFFICE
Type
Scope
Size
Stage

: Office
: From Concept Design to Construction Document
: 150sqm
: Completed

Meeting room

Open working space

All architects want to design their office to represent for themself. So are we. We want
the modern industrial office where inspirations and creativities will grow.

Ho Chi Minh City

TOPENLAND OFFICE
Type
Scope
Size
Stage

: Office
: Design and Build
: 1500 m2
: Under Construction

Main entrance

F&B station in Pantry
Topenland office is an innovative real-estate
office space that make use of natural day light,
where every corner is carefully crafted in a
creative, modern look. The main theme of the
office is made of basic but delicate color scheme
like orange, blue, white,... Especially, aspect like
lighting, greenery is focused and stand-out as a
character of the whole space.

Working area

Ho Chi Minh City

NT OFFICE
Type
Scope
Size
Stage

: Office
: From Concept Design to Construction Document
and Site Support.
: 320sqm
: Completed

Our task is to create a playful working space for
an IT company where staffs can feel it as their
2nd home.
We carefully arranged the zoning to not disturb
working space and public space while keeping
the entire space open.

Open working space

Main entrance

Nha Trang City - Vinpearl

THE JAPANESE GALLERY
Type
Scope
Size
Stage

: Hospitality
: From Concept Design to Construction Document
and Site Support.
: 300sqm
: Completed

Traditional fireplace - Irori

Performing stage with Tatami mats
Japanese culture in one of the most curious culture in the world. Luckily, we had succeed in
re-forming the Japnese culture in this project to
serve for foreign visitors and local user as well.
All traditional items has bên display here such as
TATAMI mats, fireplace IRORI, GENKAN entrance,
KIMONO suite,
FUSUMA sliding door with
replacable 04 seasons images and ENGAWA terrace.

F&B counter and Irori in the Central

Main entrance

TESTIMONIALS

717
Simple, not simpler

Website/Facabook/Instagram

Email/Phone

717architects.com

admin@717architects.com

@717architects

+84 28 73 010 717
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